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Concerto in D minor
Op. 3 No. 11 RV 565
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LEVEL

Antonio Vivaldi

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

Set work:

9

Musical context
Composer
Antonio Lucio Vivaldi (1678–1741), a major late-Baroque composer, was born in Venice
(then an independent city-state). He was particularly important in developing the
concerto.
His work was much admired by many at the time, including J. S. Bach. He also composed
operas and church music.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
The concerto

From the Classical period onwards, a concerto has generally been a three-movement
work for a single instrumental soloist (commonly a pianist or violinist) and orchestra.
Soloists’ parts have generally been technically very challenging, with opportunities for
players to ‘dazzle’ their audiences with showy passages.
In the Baroque period, many concertos featured more than one soloist. A concerto for
two violins, cello and strings is usually referred to as a concerto grosso (Italian: ‘grand
concerto’). In concerti grossi soloists’ parts were often more difficult than those of the
orchestral players, but not massively so as a rule.

The various meanings of ‘concerto’ are summarised in Baroque Music in Focus
by Hugh Benham (Rhinegold Education, 2010), page 58.

At its simplest, a concerto grosso involved an alternation between the following:
The soloists on their own (the ‘concertino’)
Everyone (‘tutti’), the soloists being doubled by the other players (the ‘ripieno’)
… with no sections for ripieno only. The ripieno would have been a small group of players
rather than an ‘orchestra’ in the present-day sense (see ‘Sonority’ below).
Vivaldi was largely content with the above arrangement in Op. 3 no. 11, but he departed
from it occasionally and began to demand considerably more of the soloists than his
important predecessor Corelli (1653–1713) had done.
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Concerto Op. 3 No. 11 in D minor
In Vivaldi’s day, composers usually gave an opus number to each published collection
of instrumental works. Vivaldi’s third opus (or ‘Op. 3’), contains 12 concertos and was
published in Amsterdam in 1711.
Vivaldi’s Op. 3 was entitled L’estro Armonico, which means something like ‘the harmonic
fancy’ or ‘harmonic inspiration’. The title was probably intended as an eye- or ear-catching
phrase to help generate good sales. Certainly the publication was very successful and
influential.
In Op. 3 No. 11 the solo group consists of two violins (marked Violino I and Violino II in the
Anthology score) and a cello. This was a favourite concerto grosso grouping (although in
Op. 3 Vivaldi employs it only twice).

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES

Antonio Vivaldi

Musical elements
Structure and tonality
Vivaldi’s concertos often have three movements – quick, slow, quick – a pattern
that J. S. Bach generally followed. On the other hand Corelli, in his concerti grossi,
had favoured four movements – slow, quick, slow, quick – or sometimes more.
There are differing opinions about the number of movements in this set work.
The Anthology edition sees the work as having four, and we shall adopt this view in
these notes.
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Movement 2 (Anth. page 99): Adagio e spiccato and the following Allegro (D minor)
Movement 3 (Anth. page 104): Largo e spiccato (D minor)
Movement 4 (Anth. page 106): Allegro (D minor).
All movements are in the same key. There are, of course, modulations, but these are mainly
to minor keys. This may seem like a recipe for monotony, even dreariness, but Vivaldi is
brilliant at getting a great deal out of limited tonal and harmonic material, largely through
rhythmic vitality and memorable melodic ideas, and this music is full of life.

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

Movement 1 (Anth. page 98): Allegro (D minor)
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Op. 3 no. 11 is not unique among Vivaldi’s concertos in having the same key
for each movement – see for example Op. 3 No. 2 in G minor. Bach and later
composers of concertos preferred some tonal contrast, notably with a middle
movement in a different key from the outer movements.

Movement 1
The opening Allegro (entirely in D minor) divides into:
A canon for the solo violins (unaccompanied): bars 1–20
A passage for solo cello (with continuo): bars 20–31.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Movement 2

The three-bar Adagio:

Provides contrast of texture (it is all in block chords) and tempo
Provides big harmonic contrast (see ‘Harmony’, below)

Introduces the sound of the tutti (soloists and ripieno together) for the first time, well
before the following Allegro uses the full forces in bar 16.
The Allegro alternates tutti and solo passages (see the table below). In many of Vivaldi’s
concertos some or all of the music of the opening tutti (known as the ‘ritornello’) is
repeated near the end in the tonic key, and, in between, once or more in a different key
or keys (following ritornello form). In our movement 2 the three tuttis share melodic
material, but the second and third are not literal repeats or transpositions of the first.
However, it is still useful to employ the word ‘ritornello’, and to refer to the solo sections as
‘episodes’.
Movement 2 is not entitled ‘fugue’, but begins with a four-part fugal exposition and
employs the same melodic material in fugal style so much that the term ‘fugue’ is often
applied.

It is a measure of Vivaldi’s flair that his music does not always fit with
conventional structural and textural ‘templates’.

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR
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Bars

Section

4–23

Ritornello 1
 utti (gradual
T
build up from
one to four
parts at
bar 16)

23–32

Episode 1
 oloists (plus
S
continuo)

Key(s)
Mainly Dm
 m at
A
bars 16–20

Dm
 m
A
(from 27)

Comment
 ars 4–20: four-part fugal
B
exposition with a (see music
example, opposite) as the main
theme (or ‘subject’) accompanied
by b and c (‘countersubjects’)
first entering in bars 8 and 13
respectively
 se of part of a (in vln I) in bar 23
U
helps to integrate this solo section
and the previous tutti
 he second part of a (crotchets)
T
is embellished – compare bars 5–7
(cello) and 24–27 (vln I)
c is prominent in bars 24–27

32–48

Ritornello 2
Tutti

 m to Gm (but
A
with cadences
in Dm at 35–36
and 42)

 in continuo part at first, with b
a
and c

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
 art of a at bars 36–37 (violas),
P
leading into b, with c inverted
(cello and continuo)

 urther reappearances of a
F
(inexact and incomplete) and c (no
longer inverted)

48–56

Episode 2
 oloists
S
(plus
continuo at
beginning
only)

56–73

Ritornello 3
Tutti

Starts in Gm

Further use of c and the start of a

 oves to
M
Dm almost
immediately

 he major keys touched on are
T
the three most closely related to
D minor

 ouches on
T
major keys
(briefly F, C,
Bb) before
cadencing in Dm
Almost entirely
Dm

 ree use of previous melodic
F
material (e.g. the crotchets moving
in 5ths re-appear without the first
part of a)
 ew semiquaver patterns (bars
N
62–64)
 ong dominant pedal A (see box,
L
above right) in bars 58–69 (more
than 10% of the whole movement!)
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The following music example illustrates themes a, b and c from movement 2.
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A dominant pedal commonly signals the approaching end of a section or piece,
keeping the listener in suspense. There is a wonderfully prolonged dominant
pedal, full of suspense, in the harpsichord cadenza from Bach’s Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5, movement 1

13

a

b

c

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
It is acceptable to refer to musical themes by letters, as in the table above and in
the music example, provided that it is completely clear what each letter refers to.

Movement 3
Movement 3 has a simple ternary structure (which could alternatively be labelled tuttisolo-tutti or ritornello-episode-ritornello). Only violin I has a solo part.
Bars

Instrumentation

Key(s)

Comment

1–32

Tutti

Dm

Homophonic phrase (in siciliana style)

33–172

Solo: Vln I,
accompanied
by Vln II (solo
and ripieno) and
violas

Starts in Dm,
before passing
through several
other keys,
including (in bars
5–8) Gm and Fm

Relatively long middle section,
shaped by the repetition of

Tutti

Dm

Repeat of opening Tutti

173–20

bars 33–52 at 113–132
 ars 134–153 at 154–172 (to provide
b
finality)
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Movement 4
In movement 4 the emphasis is even more clearly on the soloists than in movement 2; the
tutti passages are brief. Whereas movement 2 is unified by references to one or more of
themes a, b and c, movement 4 has some repetition of entire textures.
It is simplest to think of the movement as having the four main sections, shown in the
table below in blue. A ritornello is most commonly for the tutti, but here it is convenient
to consider the ritornello as beginning for soloists and ending with the tutti.
Bars

Instrumentation

1–14
1–112

Soloists:

Key(s)

Comment

Dm

Ritornello 1

Dm

 ar 1: vlns I and II,
b
later joined by cello
(without continuo)

 his first occurs in the cello
T
(bars 4–6)

 : solo cello with
7
ripieno
113–141

Tutti

 escending chromatic
D
movement in bass is important in
movement 4

Dm

Descending chromatic movement
in continuo (different in rhythm and
pitch from bars 4–6)

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
14–30

14–273

chiefly Am

Soloists:
1 4–22: soloists
without continuo

Dm, to
Am (from
bar 18)

Ritornello 2

Bars 14–19 are new
Bars 20–22 = 4–6, but in Am
Bars 23–27 = 7–11, but in Am

 3–273: just vln I with
2
ripieno
273–
301

Tutti

30–53
30–42

Soloists:
 0: vlns I and II with
3
ripieno
 5: vln I, with other
3
violins and violas (no
cello or continuo)

43–463

Tutti

Am

= bars 113–141, but in Am

various

Episode

Begins and
ends in Dm.
Gm (bars
35–40)

New material

Dm–Am

New
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Soloists (without
continuo) alternating
with tutti

Traces of
Gm and
F. Then
Dm (with
repeated
imperfect
cadences)

New.
 rom bar 463: sequential passage
F
for soloists
 rom bar 50: tutti, echoing start
F
of soloists’ passage
 rom bar 51: soloists repeat tutti
F
phrase (adapted for reduced
forces)
 rom bar 52: tutti round off
F
section with repeat of their
previous phrase (bar 50)

53–73
53–67

Dm
Soloists:

Dm

 3: all three, without
5
continuo

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

463–53
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Ritornello 3
 rom bar 53: an ornamented
F
version of bars 1–3
From bar 56: repeat of bars 4–6

 9: vln I with
5
continuo (doubled
by cello)

From bar 59: new

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
68–73

Tutti

Dm

 rom bar 682: repeat of material
F
beginning in bar 114

 rom bar 703: repeat of bars 68–
F
702 down an octave (for greater
weight)

Organisation of pitch: melody
Vivaldi’s melodic style features:
 otivic writing: short melodic patterns frequently recur to provide musical unity. See,
M
for example, the ascending pattern of two semiquavers and quaver heard twice (in
melodic sequence) in theme (a), or the dotted quaver, semiquaver, quaver pattern (first
heard with the pitches D–E–D) in movement 3
Fairly frequent repeated-note patterns, for example:
 he repeated Ds in the opening duet of movement 1, and the quavers in the short
T
Adagio at the start of movement 2
 imple accompaniment patterns, especially in bars 35–42 of movement 4 (to provide
S
a simple, slowly-changing harmonic background)
Stepwise movement, notably in scalic writing (particularly in the semiquaver figure c)
Leaps
Arpeggio patterns (chiefly at the beginning of movement 1)
 any small leaps of up to a 5th (especially see the 5ths in theme a to generate ‘circles
M
of 5ths’)
 ccasional larger leaps such as octaves from a higher to a lower dominant in the
O
bass at a perfect cadence (e.g. movement 2, bars 47–50).
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Note the juxtaposition of leaps and repeated-note patterns in the solo part at movement
4, bars 35–42. The melodic line is effectively divided into melody and accompanying
notes, as the following musical example shows.

Organisation of pitch: harmony
Vivaldi’s chord vocabulary consists of:
Triads in root position (very widely used), especially chords I and V (see box, right)
Triads in first inversion, including the ‘Neapolitan 6th’
Seventh chords, mainly in root position, but sometimes in first or third inversion.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
The opening of movement 1 shows extreme harmonic economy: for five bars we
hear just arpeggiations of D minor chord I (the main musical interest being the
expansion in melodic range from one octave to two).

One of Vivaldi’s harmonic fingerprints is the circle of 5ths. In bars 5–7 of movement 2,
for example, he goes full circle round the key, using a root position chord on each scale
degree, with the bass leaping alternately down
a 5th and up a 4th. Each chord except I is a 7th
chord.
The harmony is frequently embellished with
passing notes.
Suspensions are quite common, sometimes
(a convention of the time) on chord V at a
perfect cadence (e.g. movement 2, bar 154). In
movement 4, the passage first heard at bars
11–13 has two consecutive 7–6 suspensions
in bar 12, which add harmonic strength and
tension, especially alongside the 7th chords in
bar 13 (V7 on beat 1 and II7b on beat 3).
The most colourful passage harmonically is the
Adagio at the start of movement 2.

A title page from the 1711 Amsterdam edition
of L’estro armonico
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Key

Chord

Comment

1, 1–2

D minor

V7 of V

Contains the first note in the piece that is
outside the D minor scale – G#. In isolation,
the chord (E–G # –B–D) sounds like V7 in A
minor, but it is really a ‘secondary dominant’
in D minor – V7 of V, or the dominant of the
dominant (see box right).

1, 3–4

D minor

V7

Note the beginning of a striking chromatic
descent in the top part.

2, 1–2

D minor

V7 of IV

A chord of D as expected after V7, but with
F# and C n – another secondary dominant.

2, 3–4

D minor

IV7 with
raised 3rd
(Bn)

The passage up to this point is an incomplete
circle of 5ths (bass E–A–D–G), with each chord
a root position seventh chord.

b IIb
(Neapolitan
6th)

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

Bar,
beat(s)
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SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
3, 1

D minor

3, 2

3, 3–4

D minor

Bass G still, but it is no longer the root of a
chord (so that the passage no longer sounds
like a circle of 5ths).

C minor
chord

This chord is difficult to label in Roman
numeral terms (a system that post-dates
Vivaldi) unless we call it bVII (minor) in
D minor.

V7

V7 is a(n attractive) surprise after the
preceding chord – with its double false
relation (Cn /C# and Eb/En). It is the perfect
choice for leading on to the chord I that
begins the following Allegro

On secondary dominants, see AS Music Harmony Workbook by Hugh Benham
(Rhinegold Education, 2008), pages 47-48.

Texture
Movements 1 and 2
The first two movements can be conveniently considered together. They show
considerable textural variety:

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR
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 ovement 1 begins with canon (a contrapuntal device), and is followed by homophony
M
(cello and continuo) and the chordal passage at the start of movement 2. The rest of
movement 2 is contrapuntal.
Movement 2 employs contrasts between solo and tutti passages.
The use of canon helps to make it clear that the two solo violin parts are equal partners
(at least in this section): the second part is not consistently below the first as in much
music with two violin parts, but is equally often on top.
To start with, the canon is at the unison at one beat’s distance – that is, both solo violins
play the same notes in the same octave, but with the second starting one beat after the
other. From bar 7 the second part is a whole bar behind the first, which makes it easier for
the descending scales to be clearly heard.
Bars 20–31 are homophonic – there is a melodic part (for solo cello) with a simple bass for
the continuo. Although the music looks as if it is in two parts, the keyboard player adds
an improvised accompaniment which ‘fills out’ the two-part outline to make complete
harmony.
Bars 1–3 of movement 2 are in chordal (or homorhythmic) style – that is, each of the parts
has the same rhythm.
Bars 4–23 of movement 2 are based principally on fugal imitation of theme (a). The four
imitative entries, beginning successively on D, A, D and A, together make up a ‘fugal
exposition’ (i.e. with subject, answer, subject, answer) and subsidiary themes (b) and (c)
recurring in the manner of fugal countersubjects. Much more material is in fugal style, and
the whole movement is often referred to as a fugue.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Movement 3

The melody in the first violin(s) is the main focus, and the texture is melody-dominated
homophony. The accompaniment is rhythmically very simple, particularly in the central
section with even quavers in all parts.

Movement 4
Movement 4 employs a good deal of melody-dominated homophony, but with some
variety.
Bars

Comment

7–11

Cello solo. The accompaniment has crotchet chords, each followed by a
crotchet rest

14–19

The melody in violin I is doubled in 3rds by violin II. The solo cello provides the
bass (there is no continuo)

23–27

Compare 7–11, but the solo is in violin I

35–42

Violin I solo. The accompaniment is in continuous quavers

59–67

Violin I solo. Accompaniment just in continuo (doubled by solo cello) with the
repeated rhythm quaver rest, quaver, crotchet

AREA OF STUDY 2: INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Note also the imitation between the two solo violins in bars 30–33.

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

Elsewhere there is some contrapuntal interest. At the start there is imitation between the
violins, and then between violin I and cello from bar 33, with the violin leading:
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Sonority

The solo group (or ‘concertino’) has two violins and cello, accompanied by strings
(‘ripieno’), although only one of the violins has a solo role in some passages, notably in
movement 3.

In the anthology score the music
for the solo violins is printed on the
top two staves, which are labelled
‘Violino I’ and ‘Violino II’, with the
direction ‘Soli’ or ‘Solo’ when one
or both of them play without the
ripieno. The music for the ripieno
violins is on the staves labelled
‘Violino III’ and ‘Violino IV’. When
these ripieno violins are playing, the
soloists mostly double them (they do
not stop playing). It is possible that
in Vivaldi’s time the parts for Violino
III and IV were each taken by a single
player.
The two violas (presumably there
were just two of them) always play
the same music as each other, and
share a single stave in the Anthology
score. The solo cello does not appear
right next to the solo violins (as in
some editions of this concerto),

Canal streets in the Castello area of Venice, where Vivaldi was born
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but just above the continuo part for ‘Violone e Cembalo’. The violone was a stringed
instrument, probably with a similar range to the modern double bass. ‘Cembalo’ means
harpsichord, although a fretted instrument such as an archlute can be used instead: the
purpose of either is to provide harmony as indicated by the figuring (7, #, etc.)

The essence of the work is the contrasting of different forces. The main distinction is
between the concertino and the other instruments. But at the beginnings of movements
1 and 4 the two solo violins are clearly opposed to the solo cello and continuo. The first
violin alone is soloist at times – chiefly in movement 3 (with the second violin playing as
part of the ripieno).

Contrasting of different forces was one of the crucial innovations of the early
Baroque – notably in the music of composers from Vivaldi’s own city-state of
Venice, such as Giovanni Gabrieli (c. 1555–1612).

Dynamics
Vivaldi, following the convention of his day, supplied few dynamic markings. The loudsoft dynamic contrasts employed by Vivaldi (without, for example, any indication of
crescendo or diminuendo) are known as ‘terraced dynamics’.

p

f
p

f

 he indications (‘piano’) and (‘forte’) occur towards the end of movement 2, to
T
indicate echo effects. The first is at bar 59 (followed by at bar 60). The dynamic
level before the first was presumably . It may well be therefore that is always the
default dynamic

p

f

f

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
pp

In movement 3, the
(‘pianissimo’) in the accompanying parts is to make really sure
that the solo part (no dynamic marking) is not over-shadowed. In the closing tutti (bar
are marked
17) the parts previously marked

pp
f
There is a similar use of pp and f in movement 4 (from bar 35)
Finally, note the p and f markings near the end of movement 4. The p marking
f

reinforces the quieter effect likely to be produced when some of the music is repeated
an octave lower (from bar 703). The closing ensures a robust ending.

Tempo, metre and rhythm

As with many concertos from Vivaldi’s time onwards, the first and last movements are
fast (‘Allegro’), while there is slower music in between (movement 2 begins ‘Adagio’, and
movement 3 is ‘Largo’).

The Adagio is headed in full ‘Adagio e spiccato’. The word ‘spiccato’ (Italian
for ‘separated’) probably indicated just ‘staccato’ in the early 18th century
(whereas today it refers to short bow-strokes in which the bow is made to
bounce lightly onto the string). Here it obviously applies to the quavers, not to
the pause-marked minims. In movement 3 (‘Largo e Spiccato’), it presumably
refers chiefly to the accompanying parts, especially in the middle section where
the solo melody requires a more sustained delivery (and even has a few slurred
groupings).
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As with much late Baroque music, there is, above all, rhythmic continuity in Op. 3 No.
11 – for example, note how the music keeps going in the opening duet. In places, as in
the latter part of that duet and in the following cello solo, there is constant semiquaver
movement in at least one of the parts.
Most of the Allegro from movement 2 is based on a small number of rhythmic patterns,
which are all worked very hard.

VIVALDI: CONCERTO IN D MINOR

c

Movements 2 and 4 are entirely in time (equivalent to simple quadruple time or 4, with
a crotchet beat). Contrast is provided by the simple triple time (3) of the opening solo
section and the compound quadruple time (!) of movement 3.
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Look again at themes a, b and c, noting particularly the patterns of:
Quaver rest, two semiquavers and two or more quavers
The chain of crotchets
The descending semiquaver scale passages.
Movement 3 is in the style of a siciliana and features characteristic rhythms, most
importantly the pattern dotted quaver, semiquaver, quaver, which is widely heard in the
tutti sections and in the solo violin I part.

A SICILIANA was normally slow, and in compound time, with lilting rhythms. It
was sometimes associated with pastoral scenes (idealised country scenes with
shepherds, etc.) For instance, Handel’s siciliana-style ‘Pastoral Symphony’ from
Messiah suggests the shepherds of the Christmas story.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Movement 4 is broadly similar in general rhythmic character to the main (Allegro)
section of movement 2. Striking moments include:

 he change from the opening continuous quaver movement to the cello’s semiquavers
T
at bar 7
 he clear differentiation between the cello’s semiquavers here and the rhythmically very
T
sparse accompaniment.

Musical language
Tasto solo (movement 2, bars 58–69 of the continuo line) means that a continuo
keyboard player should not add any chords here (and indeed there are no figured bass
indications in these bars).

TASTO can mean ‘key’ (on a keyboard instrument), or ‘fingerboard’ (on a
stringed instrument). ‘Tasto solo’ might mean that the keyboard player must stop
altogether and that only the continuo instrument(s) with fingerboard continue to
play the bass part.

CLARA SCHUMANN: PIANO TRIO OP. 17
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Set work:
Piano Trio in G minor,
Op. 17, 1st movement

AS

LEVEL

Clara Schumann
Musical context
Composer
Clara Schumann (1819–1896)
is described in The New Grove
Dictionary as a ‘German pianist,
composer and teacher’ – note the
order. As a pianist she ranked highly,
being sometimes being referred
to as the ‘Queen of the Piano’.
She helped to establish the solo
piano recital as a major type of
performance occasion.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
It is uncertain how far the historical
view of her status reflects lack of
opportunity in an age when women
were so restricted in what they were
expected and allowed to do.
Not surprisingly in view of her
career as a pianist, Clara Schumann’s
compositions all involve the piano.
There are many solo works (which
would have featured in her recitals),
a sizeable number of songs with
piano accompaniment, and two piano
concertos. The Piano Trio in G minor,
Op. 17 (1846) is widely regarded as
her most important work. It is often
tense and melancholic, apparently
reflecting the personal troubles in her
life at the time of composition.
Clara was the daughter of Friedrich Wieck,
a leading piano teacher. She married the composer
Robert Schumann in 1840.

Portrait of Clara Wieck-Schumann,
painted by Franz von Lenbach in
the late 1870s.
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The piano trio
A piano trio is a work in several movements for piano and two other instruments,
normally violin and cello. The work is really a sonata for these instruments, and it is
just convention that the term ‘piano trio’ is preferred.

CLARA SCHUMANN: PIANO TRIO OP. 17

The composer was known as Clara Schumann after her marriage, but today she
is sometimes referred to as Clara Wieck-Schumann to emphasise that she had
established a career as a pianist, and had composed a large number of works,
before she was married. She is not known as just ‘Schumann’ because of possible
confusion with her husband who is normally referred to in this way.
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The piano trio is an important type of ‘chamber music’ – that is, music for a small
number of performers, generally each with an undoubled part (as opposed, for example,
to orchestral music, where all the string parts and most or all of the wind parts are taken
by more than one player). ‘Chamber music’ is music for a chamber or room in the sense
that it is most suitable for relatively small performance spaces rather than for large
concert halls.
The earliest piano trios were composed in the Classical era. They were the descendants
of Baroque sonatas for violin plus a continuo section of cello and keyboard. Standard
Baroque practice was to only provide the keyboard player with the bass part and figuring,
but in piano trios the piano part is written out in full. At first the cello still did little more
than double the piano left hand, but in Mozart’s late works and in Beethoven’s (e.g. his
‘Archduke’ Piano Trio in Bb, Op. 97) each instrument increasingly played an independent
part. This set work, written 35 years after Beethoven completed his Op. 97, is from the
Romantic period.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Piano Trio in G minor Op. 17
Clara Schumann’s piano trio is in four movements.
The overall plan is as follows:
Movement 1: Allegro moderato
Movement 2: Scherzo – tempo di menuetto
Movement 3: Andante
Movement 4: Allegretto
In the late-18th and early-19th centuries, and frequently afterwards, a similar ‘sonata plan’
was usual for works entitled sonata, for large-scale chamber works (trios, quartets, and
so on), and for symphonies. A sonata plan might, however, lack a scherzo and span three
movements rather than four. Normally the first movement (and occasionally one or more
other movements) followed a pattern known as sonata form, on which see further below.
The ‘slow movement’ (in Clara Schumann’s case, the movement marked ‘Andante’) was
more commonly the second movement than the third.
The comments that follow concern movement 1 only.
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Musical elements
Sonority
The ranges of the three instruments are typical for the early to mid-19th century –
that is, a little larger than was often the case in the 18th century and smaller than in
some 20th-century music:

Violin:

Cello:

Piano:

The violin and cello parts both have a range of nearly three octaves, with the violin part
going down to the instrument’s very lowest note. The piano part has a range of five and
a half octaves – at a time when many pianos had a range of about six and a half octaves.

The treble clef that appears in the cello part in the Anthology, and in many
editions of this work, is a ‘false’ treble clef: meaning that the notes should
be played down an octave. For example, in beats 2, 3 and 4 of bar 122 in the
Anthology edition, the cello plays a 3rd lower than the violin, not a 6th above it.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
The string parts are played almost entirely arco and one note a time, but the cello plays
pizzicato in bars 238–246, and the violin has occasional double stopping, notably to add
intensity to the figure first heard in bar 22.
The piano part is active and quite challenging, partly because of some unusually wide and
awkward stretches towards the end of the movement, especially from bar 276.
Pedalling is rarely indicated, but special blurred effects are specifically required in bars 56,
117–118 and 121–122 (where the pedal has to be held down to sustain one harmony against
another).

Texture
The movement has a range of homophonic textures. Although there is considerable
contrapuntal interest in parts of the development section (notably from bar 115, with the
interplay between violin and cello), the texture is still fundamentally homophonic with
the piano providing harmonic support to the two melodic parts.
The main melodic interest generally alternates between the violin and the right hand of
the piano – a principle clearly established at the start of the movement (compare bars 1–8
with the bars that follow).
Violin and cello are active for most of the time, but occasionally:
 hey rest simultaneously, as in bar 59 where a linking passage in the piano
T
re-establishes the tempo after a poco rit.
The violin alone presents a melody with piano accompaniment (as in bars 1–8).
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Provides an ornamented or simplified version of the piano’s bass line (e.g. from bar 9).
Doubles an inner part (as in bars 37–41).
 trengthens a melody by doubling the violin at the octave (as in bars 61–69) or in
S
(compound) 3rds (bars 17–20).
The pianist is busy almost all the time, with plenty of textural contrast to sustain interest.
For example:
Bars 1–8 contain:
A broken-chord accompaniment in the right hand (the violin having the melody)
over a slower bass line.
Offbeat chords in the right hand with a left hand part that is on the beat (See bars
127–138 for a more extended use of this device).
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The cello occasionally has independent melodic interest, but it also:
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In bars 9–16, the piano has the melody in the right hand with a broken-chord
accompaniment in the left. No single accompaniment pattern is over-used – compare
the left-hand part of bars 9–11 (mostly alternating two notes on the beat and a single
note off the beat – see box) with the simple broken-chord pattern in bar 12.

ff

In bars 22-23 there are
chords with octaves in both hands plus some ‘filling-in’ notes
in the right. (Left-hand octaves are quite widely used to strengthen the bass line and
give depth to the texture – especially in bars 149–153).

Dynamics

ff p

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Dynamics range from
to – these extremes being dramatically juxtaposed in bars
22–28, after the long crescendo from bar 14. Plentiful crescendos and diminuendos
and
sometimes underline
add emotional intensity elsewhere, and the directions
important or harmonically intense chords (as in bar 59, where it also highlights the
syncopation).

mf

sf

mp

fp

marking (piano, bar 250) and no
– surprisingly, as these more
There is only one
subtle dynamics were common by the mid-19th century.

Structure and tonality
The movement is in sonata form. The tonic key is G minor, and the ‘complementary key’
(in which the exposition ends) is the conventional choice: Bb major (the relative major of
G minor).
The table below provides a guide to the whole movement, but note first the principal
components:
Exposition (with its progression from G minor to Bb) – from bar 1

 evelopment (with some excursions to other keys and the manipulation of ideas
D
previously heard) – from bar 91
 ecapitulation (with G as the tonic most of the time, including music previously heard
R
in Bb), followed by Coda – from bar 165
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Before working through the detail in the table, make sure you are familiar with the basics
of sonata form:

Sonata form developed gradually from rounded binary form in the 18th century,
and, as we have already seen, it was regularly used to structure one or more
movements of piano sonatas, chamber works such as trios and quartets, and
symphonies. Remember that ‘sonata form’ refers to the form or structure of a
single movement, not to a whole sonata.
The terms first subject and second subject in the table below are widely used as
names for the main parts of the exposition that are in, respectively, the tonic key
and a complementary key. The bridge passage (or transition) between the two
subjects has the modulation from the tonic to the complementary key.
In sonata form, a subject may contain more than one theme.

Exposition (bars 1 to 90)
The exposition is clearly balanced – with first subject and bridge passage equal in length
and together balancing the second subject and codetta (second subjects in sonataform movements were usually relatively long in this way). The exposition is marked to be
repeated – see bar 90.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Bars

Section

Main key(s)

Comment

1–21

First
subject

Gm

There is one principal song-like theme in the
first subject
1 –8 (melody in violin: see music example
below)
 epeated in 9–14 (melody in piano, right
R
hand) and is freely extended

22–451

Bridge
passage

Gm to B b

ff

The bridge passage begins with a striking idea,
in the piano part, followed by a
marked
quiet answering phrase: the music at bars 30
and 32 (starting with repeated notes) may be
idea.
deliberately related to the
Bars 22–25: firmly Gm

ff

 6–301: begins the same, but moves to a fairly
2
weak cadence in B b (V7b–I)

 02–451: firmly in Bb, with three strong perfect
3
cadences. (there is occasional chromaticism –
the F# s, for example, do not re-establish Gm)
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Second
subject

Bb

Opens with a syncopated descending idea,
followed by a quaver figure based partly on
repeated-note patterns. These two ideas
dominate for some time, after which there are
various other ideas that are hardly distinctive or
persistent enough to be termed ‘themes’:
 ars 45–491 are repeated a tone lower –
B
suggesting A b before a perfect cadence in
(surprisingly) D major at bars 56–57

A return to Bb leads to a modified repeat of
bars 45–57 from bar 61, in which a unison
passage for violin and cello in quavers is
now combined with the syncopated chordal
passage for piano
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452–851
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Firm perfect cadence in Bb at bars 84–85

852–90

Codetta
(see box)

Back to Gm

 he return to Gm prepares for the repeat of
T
the Exposition

Development (bars 91 to 164)

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
91–164

Development

Principal key
is Cm, with
some Fm, and
Gm (especially from 146,
to prepare for
Recapitulation)

 rom bar 104, the development is largely
F
based on the first subject, with imitation
between the violin and cello parts and
broken-chord figurations in piano
 ee also the statement in piano left hand
S
at 149

Recapitulation (bars 165 to 249)
The recapitulation is in Gm, with G major for the second subject.
165–185

First
subject

Gm

186–2101

Bridge
passage

Gm to
G major,
having
passed
through
Cm and Eb
(in bars 192–
196), and
Gm again

An exact repeat of the first subject from the
exposition.
 egins by repeating the original Bridge
B
Passage, but 191 is different, with a Neapolitan
6th chord (see ‘Harmony’ below)
 ars 191–2101 are a transposed, varied repeat
B
of bars 27–441. This passage is one bar longer
than in the exposition (19 rather than 18), and
obviously we do not end in B b as the original
bridge passage did)
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2102–249

Second
subject

G major
(not Gm)

 s far as bar 238, a transposed repeat of the
A
exposition second subject
It was common in a minor key movement
(as here) for the recapitulation of the second
subject to be in the tonic major key (so that a
major key second subject from the exposition
did not have to be rather artificially made
minor)

250–288

Coda

Gm

 egins by repeating the codetta, and then
B
extends this in sequence
 urther descending phrases in the violin part
F
lead to a chromatic descent (violin and cello
in octaves) at bar 262
 hen the first subject theme is restated at bar
T
266 (again, in octaves)
Imitation of the descending part of this theme
from 276
Final perfect cadence in Gm is at 275–276
 ong tonic pedal and plagal cadence conclude
L
the movement

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
A CODETTA (‘little coda’) is a passage that rounds off an exposition, often with
repeated cadencing in the complementary key – whereas the coda is a more
substantial conclusion to the whole movement, after the recapitulation.

Clara Schumann’s movement as set out above is a good example of ‘textbook’ sonata
form (whereas movement 1 of Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique shows a more original
treatment).
For example, in the recapitulation there is considerable repetition of music from the
exposition. Some of this is note-for-note, but there is also transposition from the
complementary key to the tonic (major), because a recapitulation traditionally avoids the
complementary key in order to emphasise the tonic.

Organisation of pitch: melody
The first subject begins with an attractive eight-bar melody with two balancing four-bar
phrases (an example of the ‘periodic phrasing’ that underlays much Classical and earlyRomantic music), as shown in the music example below.
The climactic top G in the second phrase (a major 3rd above the high point of the first
phrase) is approached by a strong upward leap of an octave:
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There is plenty of rhythmic variety and a carefully controlled balancing of ascending
and descending motion, stepwise movement and leaps. The interval of a 3rd between the
D and Bb in bar 2 provides additional character – a straight stepwise descent might have
been expected here.
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The first phrase cadences on A (implying chord V and an imperfect cadence), and the
listener may expect a balancing V–I perfect cadence at the end of the second phrase.
However, Clara Schumann cadences onto chord V again, thus keeping things open for the
repeat of the melody in the piano right hand.
At times chromaticism contributes significantly to the emotional intensity of the music,
especially the darkly descending semitonal movement in bars 18–20.
Melodic sequence is an important means of extension and development in this movement,
as in much Baroque, Classical and Romantic music. Such writing can sound predictable,
but here it is sometimes treated with freedom to excellent effect.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
For example, in the violin:

 ars 27–30, where the size of the descending leap changes each time (compare the
B
more ‘regular’ sequence in bars 24–25)
Bars 92–103, with some rhythmic and melodic irregularity.

Organisation of pitch: harmony
The harmony is functional, with strong reliance on chords I and V(7) to define the key,
especially at perfect cadences.
Characteristically for its time, the movement uses mostly triads and 7th chords in root
position and inversion; but there are fairly frequent chromatic chords, and some striking
dissonances, prepared (suspensions) and unprepared (appoggiaturas).
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The chord at bar 191, beat 2 in the recapitulation (bridge passage) is particularly effective.
The listener may well be expecting a repeat of the chord heard in bar 187 (C–Eb–G–A), as
happens in the exposition bridge passage (compare bars 23 and 27).

In bar 23 the chord C-Eb-G-A is clearly G minor II7b, but in bar 27 the same chord
is the pivot chord that initiates the modulation to Bb (in which key it is VII7b).
However, in bar 191 the G is omitted and the A becomes Ab – a clearly audible first
indication that the recapitulation cannot indefinitely follow the same course as the
exposition. The resulting chord is Ab major in first inversion. The most likely interpretation,
given the approach in the key of G minor, is chord b IIb in that key (the Neapolitan 6th
chord).
But Clara Schumann provides another surprise by taking this chord instead as VIb in C
minor (which she follows with chords VII7b, II7, V7, V7b and I in that key) before returning to
G minor via E b major.
The dark atmosphere of the movement is strengthened by fairly frequent diminished 7th
chords. There are several, for example, in the first subject, including those in the music
examples below and opposite.

SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
The diminished 7ths in the first subject are brief and on weak beats – they
are handled gently rather than aggressively. There is greater boldness in the
development section, with longer and more heavily accented diminished 7ths:
this deliberately raises the harmonic temperature in what was traditionally the
most tense part of a sonata-form structure. See for example bars 110 and 114.

Bar 11 (see example below) contains a diminished 7th chord, but with the G replaced
for most of the second beat by a poignant F# appoggiatura, followed by a (French)
augmented 6th chord: E b –G–C#–A (all four notes present at beat 4).
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 ar 181: the suspended C# (an upward-resolving suspension, or ‘retardation’), clashing
B
with its note of resolution, D. This type of clash is less than common in functional
harmony, because it will sound rough and crude if mishandled
 ar 182: the C n appoggiatura (or ‘accented passing note’) leading to the Bn harmony
B
note
Bar 183: the D appoggiatura (clashing with its note of resolution, C).
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Bars 174–201 (see example below) involve a (nearly exact) harmonic sequence, with bar 19 a
3rd lower than bar 18. The chromatic descent is an even more powerful indicator of a dark
emotional scenario than the diatonic descent in the bass at the start of the movement.
Each beat is dissonant. See for example:
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SAMPLE PROOF PAGES
Tempo, metre and rhythm
The first movement of a piano trio or other sonata-like structure is normally fast or
moderately fast: this movement is labelled ‘Allegro moderato’.
The direction poco rit. highlights a delightful tonal surprise – the brief excursion into
D major at bars 56–591. The same temporary holding back of the tempo marks the
corresponding passage in the recapitulation (bars 221–2241): this is in B major, a key very
distant from the tonic key of G minor.
The metre is

c throughout.
c

Syncopation is used from time to time to help maintain rhythmic variety and vitality within
the constant metre. For example, note how:
 he second chord of the bridge passage main theme (bar 22) is placed on the last
T
(weak) semiquaver of the third crotchet beat
The first three chords of the second subject (bars 45–46) begin on a weak crotchet
(each chord is two crotchet beats long).
There is a fairly wide range of note values and rhythmic figurations, with much continuous
quaver movement, but the only semiquavers follow dotted quavers, and there are no
triplets.

